Interest in her culture. But she soon lost that hope and with it went what
little respect she ever had for us when she saw us selling coveted iron to
her for war purposes at the same time that we wore encouraging China
to resist her. That act tallied with her firm faith in Western depravity
and duplicity.
Japan has always adored the motherland, China, as we adore the mother-
land, England.
When I went to Peking, 1918, to let contracts for the rugs for the Im-
perial Hotel, I learned facts regarding China and Japan from Dr. Ku
Hung Ming of Peking. He had once been secretary to the Empress
Dowager of China. Dr. Ku was an Oxford graduate, but wore his cue
(a Manchu inheritance) curled up under his red mandarin cap as a protest
against what he called the motor-car Chinaman. While in Peking (Pei-
ping) he wrote several famous books—one, The Spirit of the Chinese
People, I had read which so impressed me that I determined to look him
up when I arrived in Peking. I had a chance to sit and learn from him.
The sage and I went about off the beaten track exploring Peking. Since
he hated the motor-car Chinaman, we took a strapping young Mongolian
(six feet seven for me and another smaller for Dr. Ku—he was not very
tall) and we would usually take along a guide who had attached himself to
me—not very welcome he, but useful often*
We saw the old palaces, the blue-tiled Temple of Heaven, the Imperial
Palaces, the great Gates, dusty caravans of camels going through from the
Gobi Desert—loaded with furs. And then branched off into the unknown.
One day he took me to an ancient temple little known to tourists. He was
continually showing me the obscure but significant, interpreting it all to
me in the spirit of the Chinese people. This particular temple-roof was
down, water coming in on the sculptured walls—one entire wall was
covered with pottery figures in complete relief set into niches in the wall
There were several hundred in several ranks, each some two and half feet
high—brilliant in colour.
Dr. Ku walked away to take in the view*
I was again like the 'hungry orphan turned loose in a bakeshop' for the
moment coveting the sacred images. Satan in the bulky form of the guide
stole up alongside me and now that Dr. Ku's attention was on the land-
scape that came through the fallen walls, he said in a low voice, * You like
statues very much? Yes? All right—you pick out one, two, t'ree, I bring
you hotel tonight, you see in mornin.'
I was tempted for a moment and then came a reaction—a revulsion of
feeling would be it. I couldn't bribe this follow to plunder the place—
sacred to such as Ku Hung Ming—a plundering process across the years
that was stripping China of her finest things, I said, 'No, no, I don't buy
that way. Some day this temple might be restored.'
'Never/ said the guide. 'Soon all gone. Somebody else will get.'	•'
t /'Notme,'
Tke little sage's ears must have been shar$, The dialogue had all
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